
miles to Cypressand fly back from Cypress to get there, because it is

almost impossible to pass between and, if you try to pass between without

permission both sides will immediately shoot at you. A no-man's land

going through the midst of Jerusalem, cutting off ancient Jerusalem

completely from Israel, is the situation today. "Jerusalem shall be

trodden down of the Gentiles until the times of the Gentiles be fulfilled!

Five years ago the Jews were coming to the Wailing Wall as they had been

corning for hundreds of years. There was that great place where Solomon's

Temple used to be, and up on top of that beautiful section there were

the mosques with the Mosque of Omar, there was the Mohammedan head

quarters of Jerusalem, and down below were the few stones where stood

Herod's Temple, Down there beside those stones the Jews used to come

and wail and put in their little messages, their prayers written in

Hebrew. They could atick them in between the rocks. And you can pull

them out now; it is easy to put your finger in there just anywhere and.

pull out a little slip with Hebrew marks on it,- some Jew's prayer

put in there some time probably within the last thirty years. And for

hundreds of years they came to the Wailing Wall and wailed for their

city, and now they can't get within even two blocks of the Walling Wall.

A Jew would be killed if he got on this side of that barbed. wire. I

went for a walk there, over to Tekoa, the home of Amos, and. I took a

young Christian Arab with me. As we walked along, we stopped to rest

at a place, and there were a few Arab houses around and. some of the

Arabs came over and began talking rapidly in modern Arabic to this young

fellow and he gixtx began to gesticulate and try to explain rather

rapidly, and they they talked. to each other and argued, and he explained,

and. after they went I asked, "What were they talking about?" And he
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